Résumé. 2014 Nous étudions l'évolution temporelle de la composition de l'interface entre deux mélanges de polymères faiblement incompatibles à l'aide d'une théorie de champ moyen. La dépendance en temps de l'épaisseur de l'interface présente deux régimes en loi de puissance; d'une loi de croissance initiale en t1/2, on passe à une loi de croissance en t1/4 avant de relaxer vers le profil d'équilibre de l'interface. Abstract. 2014 A mean field model of interface formation between two weakly incompatible polymer blends is used to investigate the time development of interfacial composition. The interface width as a function of time exhibits two power law growth regimes ; a t1/2 growth law at early times crosses over to a t1/4 growth law before relaxing towards the equilibrium interfacial profile.
Introduction.
In the last few years, there has been intense and rather successful study of interdiffusion of compatible polymer couples both experimentally [1] and theoretically [2] . However, there has been somewhat less effort towards an understanding of interface formation between incompatible polymer species. This case is of particular interest since most polymer couples are immiscible over a wide range of temperatures, including those typical of polymer processing conditions. This immiscibility is a direct consequence of the inherently large size of polymer chains which strongly suppresses the entropy of mixing of molecules but has little effect on the typically repulsive and molecular weight independent enthalpic interactions between unlike polymer species [3] . When bulk incompatible polymer couples are brought into contact and heated above the glass transition limited interpenetration of unlike chains occurs, leading to an interfacial region of finite extent at long times. The relatively large spatial extent of such polymer interfaces and the slow kinetics of their formation make them ideal model systems for the study of interface formation in non-critical binary mixtures. In addition, the kinetics of interface formation in these systems may have relevant technological implications to the engineering of polymer alloys and polymer welding techniques.
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Very recently, experimental techniques have been developed that allow high resolution studies of interface formation between partially incompatible polymer couples [4] [5] [6] . One such technique, utilizing an ion beam method based on nuclear reaction analysis, allows direct measurements of interface composition profiles between deuterated and protonated polymer blends with very high spatial resolution [4] . Mixtures of deuterated and protonated polymers are usually very weakly incompatible [7] , allowing for the formation of interfacial regions of finite yet very large extent. Such a technique allows for detailed study of the time development of interface structure in these partially incompatible systems. Recents experiments employing this method [8] indicate that interface development between incompatible species is quite unlike that of free interdiffusion between compatible couples in which interface width grows asymptotically as the square root of time [1] . A theoretical description of the equilibrium properties of such interfaces was proposed long ago [9, 10] . Until now, however, theoretical studies of the dynamics of interface formation have focused on moderately incompatible mixtures, which have rather narrow equilibrium interfaces [ 11, 12] figure 1 . Such a choice is made in order to eliminate the complication of bulk convective transport of polymer across the interface. Upon heating, the interface undergoes a healing process that smears the sharp interface to a narrow but finite region some fraction of a radius of gyration in extent. This healing process is complicated by constraints imposed by chain folds near the initial interface and is rather sensitive to the initial density of chain ends at the interface, a quantity that depends strongly on the method of sample preparation. The healing of sharp interfaces is a topic of active investigation that we will not address here [13, 14] . Rather, the analysis of this paper will consider the time development of the interface as it expands from the pre-healed initial width Wo towards the final equilibrium width Weq, as sketched in figure 2. We assume that the free energy per unit area of the system can be described by the well known Flory-Huggins free energy expression, extended to account for slow spatial variations in polymer concentration normal to the interface [15-17] : where 0 is the volume fraction of monomers of species A, a is the monomer size, and f[~J(z)] is the local free energy per kB T as given by the usual Flory-Huggins expression [3, 15] :
The first two terms in equation (2) Equation (5) together with boundary conditions, ~ = ~1 1 at z = + oo and l/J = l/J 2 at z = -00, and a specified initial profile, ~/0(z, 0) = ~o(z), constitute a well-posed initialboundary value problem. In principle, given u ( ~ ) and A, we may solve equation (5) [16, 17] . Second, the chemical potential may be linearized around the critical composition l/J c = 1/2. It is convenient to write the resulting simplified equation of motion in terms of the gradient of the concentration, 0 = a ~ / az. Assuming A (z -z') is independent of 0 (z) as discussed above and using the linearized chemical potential, the equation of motion for 0 (z, t) given by equation (5) 
